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At the heart of the Web of 
Science platform

The Web of 
Science Core 
Collection
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Create your own Web of Science Account
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Create your own Web of Science Account

+ Roaming Access 
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Search page | Select a database

Select a database (among databases
contracted by your institution).
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Search page

Choose a Search Option
• Basic Search
• Cited Reference Search
• Advanced Search
• Authors Search
• Structure Search

Select Your Search Field

Combine words & phrases to
search across the source records
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Search rules

SEARCH OPERATORS

• Use AND to find records
containing all of your search
terms

• Use OR to find records
containing any of your search
terms

• Use NOT to exclude records
containing certain words from
your search

• Use NEAR/n to find records
containing all terms within a
certain number of words (n) of
each other (stress NEAR/3 sleep)

• Use SAME in an Address search
to find terms in the same line of
the address (Tulane SAME Chem)

WILD CARD CHARACTERS

Use truncation for more control of
the retrieval of plurals and variant
spelling
* = zero to many characters
? = one character
$ = zero or one character

PHRASE SEARCHING

To search exact phrases in Topic or
Title searches, enclose a phrase in
quotation marks. For example, the
query “energy conservation” finds
records containing the exact phrase
energy conservation.

AUTHOR NAME

• Enter the last name first,
followed by a space and up to
five initials.

• Use truncation and search
alternative spelling to find name
variants:

• Driscoll C finds Driscoll C, Driscoll
CM, Driscoll Charles, and so on.

• Driscoll finds all authors with the
last name Driscoll

• De la Cruz f* OR Delacruz f* finds
Delacruz FM, De La Cruz FM, and
so on.
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Refine results

Refine your results
Find Hot & Highly Cited Papers, top
Subject Categories, Publication
Years, and more.

Sort results by
• Publication Date (default)
• Times Cited,
• Usage Count
• Recently Added
• Source
• First Author
• Conference name
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Fields in a TOPIC search

Author Names
All authors are indexed. Search using last name and
initials (e.g. garfield e*)

Title
All titles are indexed as published. Foreign language
titles are translated into US English

Abstract
All abstracts are indexed as provided by the journal
(1991 to present)

Link to full text, library holdings or Google Scholar

Author Identifiers
ResearcherIDs and ORCID IDs displayed when available

Citation Network
• Cited References
• Times Cited Counts
• Related Record Search
• Citation Alerts

Usage Count
See the number of full text click-
throughs or bibliographic exports for this
item in the last 180 days or since 2013.

Export options
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Fields in a TOPIC search

Addresses & Organization Enhanced Names
All author addresses are indexed and searchable.
Organization Enhanced Names are used to help
identify institutions with complex names, or with
many address variations.

Author Keywords & KeyWords Plus
KeyWords Plus are words and phrases harvested
from the titles of the cited articles. Click on the
Keyword or Phrase to perform a search on the terms.

Funding Information
Funding agency, grant numbers, and the funding
acknowledgement text is searchable (availability
varies by index).
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Citation Network 
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Usage Count
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Organization search

• Variants in the names of institutions
• The Core Collection indexes the

original address of the publication.
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Organization search

Search the Organizations Enhanced List

+12 400 unified name organizations
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Organization search

• Search the organization
• See the name variants

Search for organization names
and/or their name variants.
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Organization search
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Author Search

Search by ORCID or ResearcherID numbers
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Author Search

Refine results to find
- Highest cited papers
- Research areas
- Collaborations
- Funding agencies
- …

Analyze results
Create Citation Report
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Evaluate

Article
Group of publications
Journal



Marked list

39

Add up to 50,000
records to marked list



Marked list

Save, modify and export
your marked list
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Export data

Multiple Save to options
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Create a Search Alert

Create a Search alert
The alert automatically searches the
last update to the database, and then
sends all relevant results to you by e-
mail

Change alert settings at any time
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Create a Journal Alert
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Select journals
• Receive e-mail alerts or RSS feeds of the latest Table of Contents
• Access selected journals from any computer at the institution
• Open the latest Table of Contents directly from the Web of Science home page



Create a Citation Alert
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Create Citation Alert
Receive a notification by email whenever the
document has been cited in a new article.
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Organization enhanced

Search the Organizations 
Enhanced Index

+12 000 
unified name organizations



Search the organization

See the name variants

Search for organization
names and/ or name
variants
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Organization enhanced
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Find the most impactful papers
Sort the results and identify the most impactful papers
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Analyze results
Identify the most active journals
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Analyze results
The funding acknowledgements data

TWO NEW SOURCES ADDED IN 2016

• We now use two additional sources of funding information: Medline & researchfish®.Thanks to this partnership we can also capture

such information for the years earlier to 2008.

• Over 1.5 M records have been enriched with such information.

FUNDING ACKNOWLEDGEMENT DATA TRACKED BY PAPER

• Web of Science captures funding acknowledgement data from all titles in the Science Citation Index Expanded (SCIE) from August

2008 forwards.

• Research administrators can use this data to develop a reliable understanding of funding trends and opportunities.
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Analyze results
Identify funders
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Analyze results
Identify collaborators
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Analyze results
Identify top research areas for your organizations
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Export data
To InCites B&A and EndNote Online



Publons
Institutions profile
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PRECISION
Automatic algorithms are essential nowadays
but they will never substitute for human
validation and precision especially when
dealing with millions of records.
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Author Identifiers
Why use Author Identifiers ?



Search by
ORCID or ResearcherID
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Author Identifiers
Author identifiers in Web of Science



Author Identifiers
Determine your h-Index in Web of Science

CREATE A CITATION REPORT

- Calculate your H-index

- Find out your publication &
citation trend

- Check who is citing your work



Author Identifiers
How much interest has your work generated?

Usage Count | Find out how much
interest your work has generated.
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TRACK MORE OF 
YOUR RESEARCH 
IMPACT

Track your publications, citation 

metrics, peer reviews, and 

journal editing work in one, 

easy-to-maintain profile.

Publons

• All your publications, instantly imported from
Web of Science, ORCID, or your bibliographic
reference manager (e.g. EndNote or Mendeley)

• Trusted citation metrics, automatically imported
from the Web of Science

• Your verified peer review & journal editing
history, powered by partnerships with thousands
of scholarly journals

• Downloadable record summarising your scholarly
impact as an author, editor and peer reviewer.



Publons
Publons gives researchers cross-publisher recognition for peer review
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Two simple ways to add reviews:
▪ Reviews added by Publons users
▪ Publisher integrations

Turning peer review into a rewarding activity

Two clicks to a downloadable record of
user’s verified contributions.
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FUNDING ACKNOWLEDGEMENT DATA TRACKED BY PAPER

• Web of Science captures authors acknowledgments and funding acknowledgement data from
all titles in the Core Collection from August 2008 forwards.

• Research administrators can use this data to develop a reliable understanding of funding trends
and opportunities.



• The algorithm that assigns the preferred funding name was developed based on the existing InCites

funding agency unification

• The data is searchable (http://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS533JR18/help/WOS/hs_funding_agency.html)

• Currently, we have approximately 1,100 preferred funder names that appear in 1,9M WOS Core 

Collection records.

• The complete list of unified funding agencies is accessible from the help file 
(http://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS533JR18/help/WOS/hs_preferred_funding_agencies.html)

• We also welcome feedback to help refine and prioritize further enhancements – You can  submit it 

through the Data Corrections form using the “Funding/Grant Info” category 
(https://support.clarivate.com/ScientificandAcademicResearch/s/datachanges?language=en_US)

NEW – September 20, 2019!

Unified Funding in Web of Science
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• More information
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Web of Science You Tube Channel 
https://www.youtube.com/user/WoSTraining

Clarivate Libguides
http://clarivate.libguides.com/home

https://www.youtube.com/user/WoSTraining
http://clarivate.libguides.com/home


Web of Science Group retains all intellectual property rights in, and asserts rights of confidentiality over, all parts of its response submitted within this presentation. 
By submitting this response we authorise you to make and distribute such copies of our proposal within your organisation and to any party contracted directly 
to solely assist in the evaluation process of our presentation on a confidential basis. Any further use will be strictly subject to agreeing appropriate terms.
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